
p =  178096967
g =  20

Schnorr Id Scenario: Alice wants to prove Bank that she knows her Private Key - PrK
which corresponds to her Public Key - PuK not revealing PrK.
Protocol execution between Alice and Bank time limit. 
Alice's computation resources limit --> protocol must be computationally effective.

PrK = x =  29224923
PuK = a = 55545202

Registration phase: Bank generates PrKA = x and PuKA = a to Alice
And hands over this data in smart card or other crypto chip in Alice's smart phone
Or software for Smart ID.

Parties: Alice - A and Bank - B

What are prime numbers: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 
p=2q+1 is srong prime if q is prime. 
What are strong prime numbers:  7, 9, 11, 13

>> p = genstrongprime(28)
>> q = (p-1)/2
>> isprime(q)

Fact C.23. Say p=2q+1 is srong prime where q is prime. Then g in ZP* is a generator of ZP* 
iff (if and only if - tada ir tik tada) gq ≠ 1 mod p and g2≠ 1 mod p.
                                                          >> g=randi(2^8)
                                                          >> mod_exp(g,q,p)        % ne 1
                                                          >> mod_exp(g,2,p)        % ne 1

ZP* = {1, 2, 3, …, p-1}  multiplication *mod p
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We assume that Bank has Alice’s PuK=a as an her identity. Alice must prove that 
she knows her PrK=x, corresponding to her PuK=a associated with her identity. 
PrKA=x is called a witness and corresponding PuKA=a=gx mod p is called a 
statement. This protocol is initiated by Alice and has the following three 
communications.   

Schnorr Identification Protocol (S-Id).

l=gu mod p, lGq.            
Alice sends l to Bank.

Alice generates at random secret random number u=rand(Zq) and using SP=(p, g)

computes commitment l in the following way 
1.

Bank generates at random challenge h=rand(Zq) and sends h to Alice.2.

r=u+xh mod q, rZq.            

             gr=lah mod p.                                       
After the third communication Bank verifies if the following identity holds

Alice after receiving h computes her response r having her private key x together 
with previously generated secret number u:

3.

Schnorr Signature Scheme (S-Sig).

Let m be a message in Zq to be signed by Bank and sent to Alice. Parties are using 
cryptographic secure H-function to create and verify signature on the message digest 
obtained by this function. For signature creation Bank uses system parameters 

SP=(p, g) and Bank’s PrK=y. Let H-function is a mapping H: GqZqZq.

t=gz mod p.                (2.19)
Bank chooses at random z, 1<z<q and computes first component t of his signature:

s=z+yh mod q.           (2.21)    
             h=H(m,t),                   (2.20)

Bank computes H-value h and second component s of his signature:

Bank’s signature on h is =(s,t). Then Bank sends m and  to Alice. 

gs=tbh mod p.            (2.22)
After receiving m and =(s,t), Alice according to (2.20) computes h and verifies if 

Ver(b,,h)  {True, False}.        (2.23)

Symbolically this verification function we denote by 

This function yields True if (2.22) is valid. 
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This function yields True if (2.22) is valid. 

Referencing to (Seurin, 2012; Boneh and Shoup, 2017) the following theorem can be 
formulated.
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